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South Korean venues add more fun for guests
Zamperla contributes to three key projects in Korea

We are happy to report that amusement parks in Korea continue to invest in new rides from Zamperla, with
contracts secured covering a variety of projects.
One of these has been at Lotte World, where a new indoor area, beautifully themed as a wonderful underwater
world, has been created. Working closely with Lotte’s own team, our Art Department designed three fantastic
family rides for the new area, these including a Merry-Go-Round, Bumper Cars and a Monorail that take visitors
on a journey over the other attractions.

Also in Korea, and following the
success of the Air Race at E-World,
another venue, Gyeongyu World,
took the decision to add Zamperla’s
best seller, called Dragon Race.
The end result of the project can
be seen in the accompanying
picture, which shows how with
different paintwork and some small modifications it is possible to adapt the standard Air Race ride to almost any
theme a customer may require. Following the completion of these projects, our technicians are currently busy
working on the installation of three more rides at Resort World Jeju, namely a Disk’O Coaster, a Tea Cup 12 and an
Energy Storm 5, which will provide more fun and excitement for guests to the venue.
And that’s not all! Next year more big rides from Zamperla are due to open in South Korea and we will of course bring
you news of these in a future issue of Z News.

Trans Smart Centers for Indonesia
Following the success of its Trans Studio Bandung FEC in Indonesia, Trans Studio is planning to open dozens of
indoor FECs all over Indonesia. The format will be based on a ‘copy and paste’ of the same layout for all the
planned centers, including for each one the same four Zamperla rides – a Family Swinger, Mini Jet, Rio Grande
Train and Canoe River.
We are obviously delighted that Trans Studio will include our rides in all these new venues. It’s certainly going to
make for a very busy period in our production department!

More new park openings
for Wanda
Wanda Harbin and Wand Hefei open with
several Zamperla rides
Once more – in fact for the third year in a row – we are
able to report on new Zamperla ride openings at
Wanda Parks. And when we look at the number of
planned projects from the company in the future, we
will probably be writing about them for many years to
come too. The most recent parks to open have been
Wanda Harbin and Wanda Hefei. The former offers
visitors a wide selection of Zamperla attractions
covering different genres, such as thrill, family and
children’s rides, all of which have been custom
themed. Among the attractions supplied have been a
Power Surge, Mega Disk’O 24, Sky Drop, Samba
Tower, Jumping Star and Jump Around.
At Wanda Hefei, we have installed three classic rides
in the shape of a Disk’O Coaster, Sombrero and
Jumping Star, all of which were also specially themed.
More Zamperla rides for more Wanda parks are on
the way, so we’ll be reporting on these in about 12
month’s time!

Chimelong
expansion continues
Major Chinese theme park adds new attractions in
several new areas
Chimelong, one of the leading Chinese parks, recently opened
two new themed areas and a large driving experience – and
Zamperla is proud to have been involved in all these projects.
The first of the new areas features rides which use a circus
theme in honor of the well-known circus that forms part of the
amusement park. The ride mix here is based on a number of family
rides, including Magic Bikes and Demolition Derby, along with a
more thrilling centerpiece attraction in the form of an Air Race.
The second of the new themed areas, this time offering a safari
theme, provides more family thrills with attractions such as a Jump
Around and Kite Flyer.
The third of the new projects at the park is the U-Drive attraction
which consists of two tracks which simulate a race between classic
Italian sports cars. Guests are able to steer and accelerate the
individual vehicles while being kept on course by a central guide rail.

Thunderbolt to debut in China
with more to follow
A new Thunderbolt coaster will open this summer at Dalian Discovery Kingdom
Zamperla has been working with Haichang, the
owner of Dalian Discovery Kingdom, for many
years and the company is one of our oldest
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customers in China.
The park has now added a brand new area, the
central attraction in which will be the Thunderbolt
coaster, the second example of the ride to open,
which will make its debut this summer. Featuring a
different layout to the first version, the ride’s footprint
will be 107m x 71m and it will incorporate a 675m long
track full of a variety of features which are sure to make
it a very popular addition with guests. Maximum speed
will be 85km/h and riders will be seated in one of four,
nine-seater vehicles. To add even more to the experience,
the park has created a specially themed area around the
ride, with a magnificent castle which incorporates the full
coaster track. In addition to the Thunderbolt for Dalian Discovery Kingdom, the third example of the coaster is also
due to open this summer at OWA, a new destination resort in Alabama, US, while a fourth version is scheduled to
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open next year in Mason Robotland, South Korea.
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